Quantum initial state estimation through entanglement and continuous measurement is introduced. This paper provides a unified formulation of classical and quantum smoothing and shows a smoothing uncertainty relation. As an example, a communication between two parties via a two mode squeezed state is shown.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum filtering theory is an important basis of quantum feedback control if control inputs are designed from measurement outcomes. A wide range of applications of quantum filtering can be found in recent theoretical and experimental works such as spin squeezing [1, 2] , single photon state [3] and superposition state generation [4] . The idea of filtering was initiated by Wiener as a part of signal processing [5] . The Wiener filter gives an estimate if a given signal is detected by noisy measurement. While Wiener's work was focused only on a measurement process, Kalman considered estimation for a case where a system consists of two parts [6] : One is a dynamical part which produces a signal according to the internal dynamics of the system, and the other is a measurement process of the signal produced from the dynamical part. Then, the estimates of system observables are given by the Kalman filter. His basic formulation of the system is still useful for quantum systems [7, 8] . Quantum filtering can be thought of as an extension of his formulation and given in many different contexts [9, 10, 11] . On the other hand, in quantum optics, filtering was developed as an expression of a posteriori density matrix under continuous measurement in terms of quantum trajectory [12] .
These quantum filtering techniques are used to obtain the expectation of system observables or a density matrix at time t conditioned on noisy measurement outcomes up to t. However, classical estimation theory includes more general situations. In the classical case, given measurement data up to t, we can calculate a conditional expectation of observables at any time. In particular, the estimation of past observables at t 0 < t is called smoothing. Unfortunately, smoothing is not always possible in the quantum case. This is because past observables are not compatible with present measurement outcomes. As a result, the conditional expectation of the past observables under continuous measurement is not generally well-defined.
Naturally, however, there will be a situation where we want to estimate the initial state of a quantum system using continuous measurement. To avoid the compatibility problem, we have to make a measurement on a different system from the one that we want to estimate. In this case, there should be a correlation between these two systems. In other words, the estimation of the past observables is possible only through entanglement.
For example, this requirement is satisfied by a double well Bose-Einstein Condensate (BEC) system [13] . Due to the symmetry of the double well structure and the property of bosons, the BEC state is described by an entangled state between the two wells. Then, we want to estimate an observable such as the number of particles in one well by injecting an optical field and continuously detecting the output field. In general, the number of particles varies in time [14] . And also, the optical field scatters the BEC particles and reduce the number [15] . However, due to the initial entanglement between the two wells, we can know the number of particles by estimating the state of the other well from measurement outcomes of the continuous detection.
Another example is the estimation of past canonical observables. Initially two parties, Alice and Bob, share a symmetrically prepared entangled state such as a two mode squeezed state. Alice cannot estimate her own initial state using continuous measurement because of the incompatibility between her measurement outcomes and the past observables. Instead, she estimates Bob's initial state. This procedure can be used as a communication between them if Bob's local operation is encoded in the shared entanglement. After recording measurement outcomes for a certain period of time, she can obtain a precise estimate. This can also be thought of as a smoothing problem.
This paper introduces a general formulation of quantum smoothing. As an example, we consider quantum linear systems with Gaussian states and give a detailed analysis for a case where the initial state is described by a two-mode squeezed state. Then, it will be shown that the two past canonical observables can be simultaneously estimated with arbitrary accuracy through quantum smoothing if the initially shared state is perfect. We also give an information theoretical analysis of quantum smoothing which clearly shows a difference between a filter and smoother.
We first review classical filtering and smoothing in Sec.II, and then introduce the quantum case in Sec.III. To consider an example of smoothing, Sec.IV introduces a formulation of quantum linear systems and a detailed analysis is given in Sec.V. Some singular situation is discussed in Sec.VI.
II. CLASSICAL CASE REVISITED
We first introduce classical filtering and smoothing. This will help us to understand a quantum analog of smoothing because quantum filtering and smoothing can be derived along the same line as the classical case.
A. Conditional expectation
Let us consider a nonlinear classical system
where the vector x t represents the state of the system, w t is the input vector and m t is the measurement outcome vector. w t is a classical Wiener process satisfying Ito rule
where I is the identity matrix. The first equation describes the dynamics of the system and the second one is the output process.
Denoted by P the probability distribution of the Wiener process w t . Our purpose here is to calculate the conditional expectation of an arbitrary function f (x 0 , x t )
where M t is a measurement space (a closed space generated by linear combinations of a constant and {m s |0 ≤ s ≤ t}.) This should be normalized as π t [1] = 1. It follows from Girsanov theorem that if w t is Brownian under P , then m t is Brownian under Q defined by
where z t is a Radon-Nikodym derivative given by
Thus, by Bayes rule, the conditional expectation is rewritten as
Ignoring normalization, we can define the conditional expectation of f as
which indicates that the infinitesimal evolution of the conditional expectation dπ t [f ] is obtained by calculating d(z t f ). By definition, we have
where ∇ = ∂/∂x t and
As a result, we obtain
The infinitesimal evolution of the conditional expectation is then given bỹ
whereπ t+dt denotes an unnormalized conditional expectation at time t + dt.
Normalization requires the evolution of f = 1, which is given as
Thus,π
The infinitesimal evolution of a normalized conditional expectation is defined as
Consequently, the evolution of the normalized conditional expectation is given by
B. Linear filter
Let us consider the conditional expectation of observables at time t when the measurement outcomes M t are given. This is called filtering. The filtering equation is obtained by setting f = f (x t ) in (17). Here we assume that the system is linear
where A, B, C and D are constant matrices, and the initial state x 0 has a Gaussian distribution. By setting f = x t , we obtain the filtering equation
where
For a Gaussian distribution, this is equivalent to
so that S represents the error covariance matrix. Using (17) again, one can obtain the evolution of P aṡ
C. Linear smoother
Let us consider the conditional expectation of observables at the initial time when the measurement outcomes M t are given. This is called smoothing (or fixed time smoothing in a strict sense.) The smoothing equation is obtained by setting f = f (x 0 ) in (17).
Here we assume the same linear system (18). Setting f = x 0 in (17), we obtain the smoothing equation
Using (17) again, one can obtain the evolution of K aṡ
where S is the covariance matrix of the filter (20). It is worth noting that smoothing has a different structure from filtering because the filtering equation is selfconsistent in the sense that it is updated by the current measurement outcome m t and conditional expectation π t [x t ], whereas the smoothing equation depends on the filtering result. Due to this structural difference, while S is the error covariance matrix for filtering, K is not for the smoothing. In fact, K represents a correlation between the current observable x t and past one x 0 . It will be seen that K has a different meaning in a quantum case.
For smoothing, the error covariance is defined as
To calculate the time evolution of the error covariance, let us rewrite (23) as
Then, it can be easily shown thaṫ
III. QUANTUM FILTERING AND SMOOTHING
The derivation of filtering and smoothing in the previous section is different from a standard method which is based on the notion of projection and Wiener-Hopf equation. We started from the conditional expectation for a nonlinear system. Then, filtering and smoothing equations were easily obtained from the general framework in a unified way. In the quantum case, however, they should be considered separately because of noncommutativity. We start a general formulation from quantum filtering and consider a relation between the nondemolition condition and smoothing.
A. The system
Let us consider two independent fields represented by symmetric Fock spaces Γ Let us consider two quantum systems represented by Hilbert spaces H A and H B which belong to Alice and Bob, respectively. Suppose that each system interacts with the field Γ k t] (k = A, B) independently. The total system is described as
The dynamics of the system is described by a unitary operator U t in this space, i.e.,
The time evolution of an arbitrary system operator
is given by
be a system operator which couples to the field operators.
Here we consider a unitary operator of the form
Here we ignore system Hamiltonians for simplicity. Since the two fields are independent, the unitary operator can be written as
where U While the field operator C k t can be thought of as a stochastic input to the system, the output of the system is defined by the field operator after the interaction with the system as
Suppose that Alice makes a measurement of a single quadrature (real part) of her output field operator. Then, the measurement observable is represented as
Let W A t and M t be commutative von Neuman algebras generated by {w A s |0 ≤ s ≤ t} and {m t |0 ≤ s ≤ t}, respectively. From (43), they are related to each other as
And also, any observable of Bob's system
is compatible with the measurement outcomes since
B. Nondemolition condition
Unlike the classical case, the quantum conditional expectation is not always well-defined. First of all, the measurement outcomes {m s |0 ≤ s ≤ t} can be defined as classically readable time-series data only when they are commutative with each other. This condition is naturally satisfied since for all s and t,
Secondly, for the conditional expectation of an observable f to be well-defined as an estimate obtained from classical data M t , it should also be commutative with all M t , i.e.,
This is called a nondemolition condition. From (33, 47), this condition is satisfied if f is of the form
The first case for τ = t gives filtering and the second one corresponds to smoothing. We will consider these two cases separately in the following two subsections. (Here we do not consider prediction τ > t because the result of prediction is given by a trivial master equation.)
C. Quantum filtering
Let us consider the first case f = Z AB t of (50). The quantum state equation corresponding to the classical one (1) is obtained by expanding the unitary operator in (38). The resulting equation is written as
Our purpose is to calculate the conditional expectation
where P represents an expectation with respect to the initial density matrix of the system. By definition, we have
To calculate the evolution of the conditional expectation, we introduce a measure Q as
where [16] 
Note that
which corresponds to (7). Thus, the infinitesimal evolution of the conditional evolution
in the equation above, we havẽ
Normalization requires the evolution of f = 1 as in the classical case and the resulting evolution of the normalized conditional expectation is given by
(59)
D. Quantum smoothing
Let us consider the conditional expectation for the second case f = Z A t ⊗ Z B 0 of (50). Unlike the classical case, quantum smoothing cannot be obtained from (59). However, a modification for smoothing is rather simple. Our purpose here is to calculate
In this case, we introduce a measure as
Then, in a manner similar to the previous subsection, we can define the conditional expectation as
The infinitesimal evolution of the conditional expectation is given by
]dm t Thus, the normalized conditional expectation obeys
Note that this is independent of Bob's dynamics. Once Alice starts measurement, her smoothing is not influenced by Bob's operation. An experimental scheme of smoothing is shown in Fig.1 . 
IV. QUANTUM LINEAR SYSTEM
Before considering quantum smoothing in detail, we introduce a description of a quantum linear system in this section. Then, a smoothing problem for the linear system will be solved.
A. Linear dynamics
Assume that the two systems H k (k = A, B) are bosonic and described by creation and annihilation operators [a
From (59), the expectation of X t conditioned on the measurement outcomes M t is given by
Here we have defined
and S is the error covariance matrix defined as
which obeyṡ
In the quantum case, the smoothing equation is given by (64). For the linear system, the expectation of observables X B 0 conditioned on the measurement outcomes M t is expressed as
where the smoothing gain
The error covariance matrix for quantum linear smoothing is defined as
] is the smoothing error. The evolution of the error covariance is also obtained from (64) asṘ
In this section, we consider an example of quantum linear smoothing and optimization. For simplicity, assume that ∆ ≡ ∆ A > 0 and G B = I, i.e., the observable X 
From (81), S 11 obeyṡ
Its solution is given by
From (84), the smoothing gain obeyṡ
The error covariance of filtering (89) leads to solutions
We are particularly interested in the smoothing error covariance matrix here because it is an important quantity to evaluate the performance of smoothing. From (92), we have
B. Measurement optimization
The reduction in the smoothing error is given by the second term of (93). This is obviously related to the amount of information about Bob's initial state that Alice can obtain through the continuous measurement. Thus, it is natural to maximize this quantity by choosing measurement parameters. To this end, let us introduce I(t) as
where for a non-negative constant matrix Θ
Since I(t) is monotonic in time, the efficiency of estimation in an early stage is determined by
On the other hand, I(t) approaches asymptotically to
A good smoother or good communication between the two parties is therefore defined by these two quantities. Alice will design her measurement to maximize the first one if she wants to estimate Bob's initial state as soon as possible, whereas the second one should be maximized if she wants a precise estimate after a long period of measurement. These two quantities depend on the matrix G A and the initial entanglement shared between the two parties. In the orthonormal basis (note that G B = I now)
the covariance matrix of the two mode squeezed state is given by cosh(r)I 2×2 sinh(r)J sinh(r)J cosh(r)I 2×2
where r is a squeezing parameter and
Note that the covariance matrix is invariant under local shift operations. Now, since only Alice's system is in the non-orthogonal basis X A , the initial covariance matrix S(0) is given by
Thus, the two quantities representing the smoothing performance are calculated as
Note that α A and γ A are related to Alice's measurement observable because
(This also includes a coupling constant between Alice's system and the field implicitly.) However, if she wants to equally estimate x B 0 and y B 0 , then the asymptotic performance depends only on the initial squeezing.
C. Smoothing uncertainty relation
Since the system is rather simple in the present case, the smoothing performance can be directly seen by the smoothing error covariance matrix R B (t). From (93), we have
Thus, we can reduce the smoothing error of x B 0 and y B 0 to zero simultaneously by preparing perfect two mode squeezing r → ∞ and α A = 0, γ A = 0. And also, from (93) again, we have the smoothing uncertainty relation
where the equality is attained when t → ∞. 
The first term represents the amount of information about x B 0 obtained from the filter, whereas the second term is an information difference between the filter and smoother. This decomposition actually clarifies a difference between the roles of filtering and smoothing in Fig.1 . 
Note that we have set G B = I. The first term decays by the interaction between Bob's system and the external field at the rate of e −(det G B )t . Then, the information provided by the smoother complementarily increases, as shown by the second term. By contrast, in the early stage of smoothing t ≪ r with a strong squeezing r ≫ 1, the mutual information is expressed as
If we have entanglement strong enough, a simple filtering P[x B t |M t ] gives a good estimate of x B 0 , as shown in the first term, and the extra structure (the smoother) is not necessary. However, after a certain period of time, the smoother starts working normally and the filter does not produce information on x B 0 .
VI. DISCUSSION
So far, we have considered the case of ∆ > 0. It is not difficult to see that the same results hold true for ∆ < 0. However, ∆ = 0 is a singular situation and we need to investigate this case separately. To see the singularity, we assume that G A is of the form
Then,
which indicates that the two non-orthogonal quadratures are degenerate. Hence, the system is expressed by the orthonormal basis x A as in (70).
Let us introduce a similarity transform
Since T is unitary, the commutation relation is invariant under the transform, i.e., [x
